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We study the effects of the genetic sequence on the propagation of nonlinear excitations in simple
models of DNA in which we incorporate actual data from the human genome. We show that kink
propagation requires forces over a certain threshold, a phenomenon already found for aperiodic
sequences [F. Domı´nguez-Adame et al., Phys. Rev. E 52, 2183 (1995)]. For forces below threshold,
the final stop positions are highly dependent on the specific sequence. Contrary to the conjecture
advanced by Domı´nguez-Adame and coworkers, we find no evidence supporting the dependence
of the kink dynamics on the information content of the genetic sequences considered. We discuss
possible reasons for that result as well as its practical consequences. Physically, the results of our
model are consistent with the stick-slip dynamics of the unzipping process observed in experiments.
We also show that the effective potential, a collective coordinate formalism introduced by Salerno
and Kivshar [Phys. Lett. A 193, 263 (1994)] is a useful tool to identify key regions in DNA that
control the dynamical behavior of large segments. As a side result, we extend the previous studies
on aperiodic sequences by analyzing the effect of the initial position of the kink, leading to further
insight on the phenomenology observed in such systems.
PACS numbers: 87.14.Gg, 87.17.Aa, 05.45.Yv, 87.15.La
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear models are becoming widely used to capture
and understand emergent phenomena in complex systems
[1]. The pioneering field in this direction was physics,
where nonlinear phenomena have been the subject of in-
tense study since the seminal work of Fermi, Pasta and
Ulam almost fifty years ago [2]. The success of this ap-
proach in modelling of complex systems led scientists in
other fields to apply it to their own research. That is the
case in biology, where nonlinear models were successfully
introduced more than 20 years ago [3] (see also [4] for
references). One of the subjects where nonlinear mod-
els have been more productive is the modelling of DNA
physics [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], which began in 1980 with the model
proposed by Englander and coworkers [10]. Since then,
a lot of work has been devoted to nonlinear excitations
in DNA, both from the dynamics and the statistical me-
chanics viewpoints. We refer the reader to [7, 9] for his-
torical accounts and extensive summaries of the available
results, among which we want to highlight the Peyrard-
Bishop model [11] (see also the generalizations and im-
provements proposed in [12, 13]). In spite of its simplic-
ity, this nonlinear lattice system can accurately (some-
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times even quantitatively) reproduce the phenomenology
experimentally observed in DNA (see, e.g., [14]).
Most of the research done in the framework of the
above mentioned models refers to homopolymers, i.e.,
homogeneous DNA molecules consisting entirely of A-T
or C-G base pairs. One problem of special interest was
the thermal denaturation transition, that takes place at
temperatures around 90◦ C when the two strands of the
DNA molecule separate. Having understood this tran-
sition quite well [9, 15], the main focus of research has
turned dynamical and transport features. Additional mo-
tivation for such a shift arises from the capability to carry
out experiments on single molecules, achieved in the last
few years [16]. Another particularly important, related
question is genomics, or gene identification, which is prof-
iting enormously from the information obtained from
dynamical models [17]. Of course, these applications
require unavoidably the study of DNA heteropolymers,
where the distribution of A-T and C-G base pairs follows
non-uniform, non-homogeneous sequences obtained from
genome analysis. In this context, physical models are also
being used to idenfity dynamically relevant sites, such as
promoters [18] in short genomes (e.g., viral). Further
advance along this line requires good models for DNA
dynamics that can be computationally efficient, in order
to treat much longer sequences. Such models will also
be of use to achieve a better understanding the relation-
ship between sequence, physical properties, and biologi-
cal function.
In this work, we address these issues in the framework
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FIG. 1: Sketch of the Englander model. The two sugar-
phosphate backbones of the DNA strands are depicted as
two straight lines connected by the base pairs (bases are the
squares). The lower strand is assumed to be fixed and as
shown on the right, the angle un is the deviation of the upper
base of the n-th pair with respect to the plane defined by the
fixed base pairs in the lower strand.
of a very simple model, namely the Englander model [10],
which we generalize by incorporating actual genetic se-
quences. Our aim is to assess whether the so modified
model, in spite of its simplicity, reproduces the important
features of DNA molecule dynamics accurately enough to
be useful for genomic and related applications. We will
also discuss an approximation in terms of an effective
potential and its application to understanding the dy-
namics of nonlinear excitations in DNA. In addition, we
will test a conjecture, put forward by Domı´nguez-Adame
and coworkers [19], that the dynamics of nonlinear exci-
tations along DNA molecules should, at the level of the
Englander model, depend on the information content of
the chain. To this end, the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Sec. II, we review the Englander model and
the previous attempts to include inhomogeneity or ge-
netic information in it. the genetic sequence in it. In
so doing, we will discuss in some detail the results of
Domı´nguez-Adame et al., extending their work to con-
sider the effects of changing the initial location of the
propagating kinks. Subsequently, in Sec. III, we present
our results on the Englander model with human genome
sequences. We analyze the results by comparing them to
the phenomenology observed on aperiodic sequences and
to the experimentally observed DNA dynamics. Finally,
Section IV concludes the paper by summarizing our main
results and their possible implications.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Model definition: the homogeneous case
The model proposed by Englander et al. [10] is
sketched in Fig. 1, where the dynamics of one of the
strands of the DNA is represented as a chain of pendula;
leaving the other strand fixed (the one at the bottom in
the picture), the base pairs of the (upper) strand behave
like pendula in an effective ”gravitational field” caused
by the tendency of the base pairs of the two strands to
be facing each other. It must be realized that this model
describes only the dynamics of the base pairs around the
sugar-phosphate backbone, which is assumed to be fixed
as well. Introducing damping and an external force these
pendula are described by the discrete, dc driven, damped
sine-Gordon model, given by
u¨n− 1
a2
(un+1−2un+un−1)+qn sinun = −αu˙n−F, (1)
where a is the lattice spacing, qn is a site dependent con-
stant which arises from the specific parameters for the
pendulum at site n, α is the damping coefficient, and
F is a driving term possibly acting on the chain. We
note at this point that Eq. (1) reflects mainly the dif-
ference in interactions between A-T and C-G base pairs,
but not other differences such as in mass or moments of
inertia. It should also be clear that many other relevant
factors (geometry, inhomogeneous stacking interactions
[20]) have also been neglected, in the spirit of designing
a model as simple as possible that still behaves like DNA
molecules.
When qn = q (i.e., we have a homopolymer) in Eq. (1)
and the lattice spacing is very small, the system of ordi-
nary differential equations (1) can be very well approx-
imated by its continuum limit. Letting un(t)−→u(x, t)
when a2 ≪ q, we find the driven, damped sine-Gordon
equation:
∂2t u− ∂2xu+ q sinu = −α∂tu− F. (2)
It is well known [1] that, in the absence of force, i.e.,
F = 0, Eq. (2) possesses soliton solutions of the kink
type, whose expression is
φ±(x, t) = 4 arctan
{
exp
[
±√q
(
x− x0 − vt√
1− v2
)]}
(3)
where the plus or minus sign stands for kinks or antikinks
respectively, and 0 ≤ v ≤ 1 represents their velocity. In
the case F = 0 and in the presence of damping, α 6= 0,
the only possible value for the velocity is v = 0. When
both damping and force are present, the balance between
the two effects leads to kinks propagating at a constant,
nonzero velocity. An analytical expression for that ve-
locity can be easily derived [again, for homogenous se-
quences, i.e., from Eq. (2)] from energy conservation ar-
guments (see [21]):
v =
[
1 + q
(
4α
piF
)2]−1/2
. (4)
Figure 2 depictes the physical meaning of a kink solution
in the context of DNA modelling: the bases of the upper
chain perform a complete, smooth turn around the sugar-
phosphate backbone, from un = 0 to un = 2pi.
One feature of the model that deserves some comment
is its mesoscopic character. Experiments and a great part
of the theoretical work done so far on mechanical denat-
uration or unzipping ([16]; for the first unzipping exper-
iments see [22]) deals with forces acting on the last base
of one of the strands pulling them apart. In the perspec-
tive of Englander’s model, we are not trying to describe
3FIG. 2: Kink soliton in the sine-Gordon model. The kink
joins a sector of the chain where bases are closed, un = 0,
to another one where bases have performed a complete turn,
un = 2pi. In this last part the chain is said to be open if the
model is to represent mechanical denaturation.
accurately the way the chain is pulled but rather we are
looking at how this pulling affects the “propagation” of
the opening. Of course, both approaches are different
and need not yield the same results, although one ex-
pects in principle that the qualitative behavior should be
the same. As we will see below, the advantage of our
approach is that it allows some analytic insight on the
problem, much less amenable from the microscopic view-
point.
B. Inclusion of inhomogeneities
The results we have summarized in the previous sub-
section refer mostly to the homopolymer case, which was
the one initially considered by Englander et al. [10], As
stated in the introduction, our main is to understand the
effects of inhomogeneity, and particularly of genetic se-
quences obtained from real data. We stress that includ-
ing inhomoengeity, i.e., qn depending on n in Eq. (1),
renders the theoretical approach in the preceding sub-
section unapplicable. To our knowledge, DNA sequences
from living organisms were first studied in the framework
of the Englander model by Salerno, who considered the
effects of the sequence by studying spontaneously trav-
elling kinks along the T7A1 promoter (a region of the
genome preceding a gene where the transcription activ-
ity starts) of the bacteriophage T7. Salerno studied fur-
ther other regions of the bacteriophage [24], finding that
the dynamical activity of kinks should be very special in
the promoters. Recently, the problem was revisited in
[25] following the sequencing of the whole genome of the
bacteriophage T7. The main conclusion of this work was
that there indeed is a significantly higher degree of activ-
ity in promoter regions, even in the presence of noise.
The results of the simulations reported in [23, 24] were
analyzed theoretically by Salerno and Kivshar [26], who,
using a collective coordinate approach (see, e.g., [27] for
a review on collective coordinate techniques for soliton-
bearing equations), developed a description of the kink
dynamics in terms of an effective potential. We will not
review in detail the procedure to obtain this effective
potential but, instead, we will simply outline the main
steps. The idea is to consider the undamped model, i.e.,
Eq. (1) with α = 0, on a finite lattice ofN sites, described
by the Hamiltonian
HsG[{u}] =
N∑
n=1
{1
2
u˙2n +
1
2a2
[un+1 − un]2
+ qn(1− cosun) + Fun}. (5)
We now take the following Ansatz
φn(X(t)) = 4 arctan
{
exp
[√
qavg (na−X(t))
]}
, (6)
where qavg is the average value of qn over the chain, and
X(t) is a collective coordinate variable which stands for
the center of the kink. Substituting this expresion into
the Hamiltonian (5), we arrive at
Eeff =
1
2
X˙2 + Veff (n, {qn}), (7)
which is formally equivalent to the energy of a particle
subjected to the action of the effective potential Veff .
The exact formula for this potential is quite cumbersome
and we do not need to reproduce it here. We refer the
reader interested in the details of the calculation and the
full result to [19, 26, 28].
C. Aperiodic chains
Since the sequences considered by Salerno [23, 24] are
very small, the question arises immediately as to the real
relevance of those results. On the other hand, in 1995
there were not many genomic data available, making the
question difficult to answer. To overcome this difficulty,
Domı´nguez-Adame and coworkers [19] proposed to mimic
the behavior of DNA heteropolymers of biological rele-
vance by replacing the sequence dependent values qn by
an aperiodic, but fully deterministic sequence. The ratio-
nale behind this choice is to consider the DNA sequence
as non-periodic but non-random either, in so far as it
carries information. As an example, they considered the
Fibonacci and Thue-Morse sequences. Most of the results
were related to the former, that is generated according
to the rules qa → qaqb, qb → qa repeteadly applied to the
initial seed qa.
Being the immediate predecessor of the present work,
it is worth summarizing here the results in [19]. As a first
step, Domı´nguez-Adame et al. constructed a periodic se-
quence {qn} whose unit cell was a Fibonacci sequence of
order k, Fk (F1 = qa, F2 = qaqb, F3 = qaqbqa, . . .). This
amounts to saying that the resulting chain is given by
{qn} = FkFkFk.... The number of unit cells was cho-
sen such that the length of the whole sequence {qn} was
about 4000 sites. Subsequently, they placed a kink of
the form (6) at rest in the middle of the sequence and
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FIG. 3: Steady state velocity versus applied force for a peri-
odic Fibonacci chain. The lines corresponds to the theoretical
approach and the points to numerical simulations, both for
two periodic chains with unit cell F9, of 55 sites, but with dif-
ferent values of qa and qb: (×) qa = 1 and qb = 10, theoretical
approach with qavg = 4.436; (◦) qa = 2, qb = 3, theoretical
approach with qavg = 2.382.
pulled it with a constant force F in order to find the
asymptotic velocity of the kink (recall that α 6= 0 in Eq.
(1), implying the existence of damping). This computa-
tion was performed for various orders (i.e., sizes) of the
Fibonacci unit cells, Fk, up to a non-periodic, full Fi-
bonacci sequence of 4181 sites (k = 18). The results of
Domı´nguez-Adame et al., subsequently confirmed in [28],
pointed out the existence of an intriguing phenomenon,
namely the existence of a threshold force for a kink to
start moving along the chain. Once the force is above
the threshold, the kink moves asymptotically with a pe-
riodic velocity, as a consequence of the periodicity of the
constructed sequence (except in the case of the aperiodic
F18 sequence, in which the asymptotic, aperiodic velocity
fluctuates around a mean value), given by the balance of
damping and driving. Although the original derivation
of Eq. (4) is valid for a homogeneous chain, reproducing
it with a value qavg, obtained by averaging qn over all
lattice sites, leads to a prediction which is very accurate,
above the threshold, for all the periodic chains, including
the final, full Fibonacci chain F18. Such prediction over-
estimates slightly the velocity when increasing the ratio
between the two parameters qa and qb (see Fig. 3 for de-
tails). In addition, in [19], it was also found that the
threshold value depended on the length of the periodic
chain considered: Increasing the size of the unit cell Fk
led to an increasing of the threshold, reaching a limiting
value for the full Fibonacci sequence.
Based on the above summarized results and on the
fact that, for the same parameters, random chains ex-
hibited much larger threshold values (around F ≃ 0.5),
Domı´nguez-Adame et al. concluded that long range or-
der effects give rise to measurable consequences on kink
dynamics in aperiodic chains. Further, they suggested
that the fact that there are long range correlations in
DNA and, in any event, that it contains information and
is not purely random, could lead to similar phenomenol-
ogy in the propagation of nonlinear coherent excitations
along the molecule. At this point is where we revisit this
question, benefiting from the huge body of genome data
available nowadays. As we will show in the next section,
on the grounds of the revision presented here, the con-
jecture about the information in [19] is likely to be incor-
rect, at least if we consider that the information content
of coding DNA is different from non-coding DNA. We
will come back to this issue in the conclusions, after dis-
cussing the results for real DNA sequences, in the next
Section. Before proceeding to those results, we find it
interesting to extend the results in [19] by discussing the
relevance of the choice of the initial location for the kink.
This we do in the subsection immediately below.
D. Effect of the inital position of the kink
As we have said above, Domı´nguez-Adame et al. con-
sidered only the existence of a threshold force for prop-
agation on aperiodic chains. Although this phenomenon
was addressed and interpreted correctly in [19], we have
found that depending on the shape of the effective poten-
tial around the starting position of the kink, it is more or
less difficult to make it move until the end of the lattice.
If the initial position of a kink is a peak of the effective
potential, it will cost less force to overcome the next bar-
rier than if the starting point is a well, as shown in Fig. 4.
Given the above considerations, one can expect that
for sequences formed with unit cells of different sizes,
but with identical effective potential in the vicinities of
the starting points, the threshold force will be the same
in both cases. This can be seen in Fig. 5: In Figs. 5
(a) and (b), we see that for small unit cells, the main
structure of peaks and wells of the Fibonacci sequence
has not been formed yet. This can be seen, for instance,
in the effective potentials of sequences with unit cell given
by F7 (of size 21) and larger, which have the same values
in the surroundings of the beginning of each unit cell.
If we choose the initial position of a kink to be near the
beginning of a unit cell, the force needed to overcome the
first barrier will be the same as in another sequence with
different unit cell, if the initial positions, related to the
beginning of each unit cell, are the same. For unit cells
of smaller size the effective pottential is different and,
therefore, so is the threshold force [see Fig. 5 (c)].
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FIG. 4: Numerical results of steady state velocity versus
applied force for a periodic Fibonacci chain with unit cell F9,
qa = 1 and qb = 10, but starting from a peak (◦) and from a
well (×). The corresponding threshold force of the simulation
starting from a well is larger than the one starting from a
peak.
III. EFFECTS OF THE SEQUENCE
We now turn to the question we posed above, namely
the effects of inhomogeneity arising from the genetic se-
quence on the kink propagation. To this end, we have
simulated numerically Eq. (1) with {qn} sequences ob-
tained from the human genome. We want to stress that
this description of DNA, arising from the original model
of Englander and coworkers [10], intends to be only qual-
itatively correct. Therefore, the parameters can be freely
chosen, trying, of course, to mimic the real ones. Accord-
ingly, we choose qa = 2 and qb = 3 depending on whether
we have at site n an A-T pair, linked by two hydrogen
bonds, or a C-G pair, with three hydrogen bonds. The
other parameters are chosen as in [19], namely lattice
spacing a = 0.1 and damping α = 0.1. With respect to
the lattice spacing, we want to point out that the chosen
value leads to a width of the kink which is comparable to
that of spontaneous openings of real DNA chains (some
20 to 40 base pairs). The numerical simulations have
been carried out with a standard 4th order Runge-Kutta
scheme, with free or periodic boundary conditions. Fi-
nally, for the sequences we use data obtained from the
National Center for Biotechnology Information for the
human genome [29].
Typical results from our simulations are plotted in Fig.
6, that presents a phase space plot for the center of the
kink on an actual DNA sequence when the kink is forced
with two different drivings. For reference, we plot in the
same graph the effective potential, that can be computed
for any sequence as described in the previous section. It
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FIG. 5: (a) and (b) Effective potential around the beginning
of a unit cell. There is a traslation nk ≡ |Fk| in n for each
sequence constructed with Fk’s in order to see the shape of
the curve in the surroundings of the beginning of a unit cell
within each type of sequence. There is another vertical shift
to put the maxima of the different curves at the same level.
For clarity, the plots for k = 5, 6 are shown in (a), and those
for k = 7, 8, 11 are shown in (b). (c) Steady state mean ve-
locity versus applied force for chains with different orderings
and parameters qa = 1 and qb = 10. The line corresponds to
theoretical asymptotic velocity for qavg = 4.438, wich is the
averaged value of an infinite Fibonacci sequence, F∞. The
points correspond to the numerical results for different peri-
odic chains with unit cell Fk.
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FIG. 6: Simulations of the kink soliton in the sine-Gordon
model with genome data. Shown are the velocity (solid line)
and the (properly scaled to fit in the plot) effective potential
(dashed line) vs the position along the chain. Up: F = 0.06;
the kink travels along the sequence but stops at an effec-
tive potential well. Down: F = 0.07; the kink travels along
the whole chain. The DNA sequence corresponds to con-
tig NT 028395.2 of human cromosome 22, between positions
114 100 and 115 100, part of a gen.
is important to note that the effective potential does not
contain the contribution of the force F , and therefore its
most relevant information is the position of the peaks
and valleys. With this in mind, we see that the dynam-
ics occurs basically as in the case of the Fibonacci chain.
There is a threshold for the kink to propagate along the
whole chain, shown by the fact that the kink ends up
trapped at a potential well in the upper plot of Fig. 6,
although the effective potential structure is very different
from the Fibonacci case. When the applied force exceeds
the threshold, the kink can propagate along the whole
chain (lower plot), with a velocity which is again a (fluc-
tuating) balance of damping and forcing.
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FIG. 7: Simulations of the kink soliton in the sine-Gordon
model with genome data. Shown are the force (solid line)
required to reach a certain position and the (properly scaled to
fit in the plot) effective potential (dashed line) vs the position
along the chain. Thresholds can be seen as the maximum
force values in each plot. Comparison of propagation along a
coding region (up, same contig as in Fig. 6, positions 114 000
to 115 000) and a non-coding region (down, same contig as in
Fig. 6, positions 50 000 to 51 000).
Figure 7 addresses one of the main issues we want to
discuss: the relevance of the information content for the
existence and characteristics of the threshold force. To
this end, it collects our observations regarding the ex-
istence of thresholds in two examples: a coding region
and a non-coding region. We again see the existence of
threshold forces, in agreement with a description in terms
of an effective potential. However, we do not observe any
qualitative or otherwise relevant difference between the
kink dynamics (or the effective potential) in the two re-
gions. This is the case with all the regions we have an-
alyzed. Therefore, the conjecture by Domı´nguez-Adame
et al. based on their Fibonacci results that information
7may lead to different kink dynamical properties is, at
least at the level of our simple model, not in agreement
with the simulation results. Of course, this is one ex-
ample; although similar results are obtained for differ-
ent coding and non-coding sequences, we can not discard
that the threshold behavior is statistically different in the
two types of regions. However, from our simulations we
consider this possibility quite unlikely.
Having discarded the relevance of the genetic infor-
macion to the determination of the threshold force, it is
interesting to proceed with the comparison between the
previous work on the Fibonacci chain and the present
results, in order to understand what is the difference
and what leads to different conclusions. To this end,
we have simulated periodic systems with unit cell built
from pieces of a genetic sequence, repeated to complete
a longer chain, much as was done with the Fk building
blocks in [19] (see above). The sizes for the unit cells
were chosen to mimic the sizes for the Fibonacci itera-
tions, and again the starting points were chosen in the
same position related to the beginning of a unit cell. The
results are collected in Fig. 8 (a). From this plot, we see
that the most important difference between the two cases
is that in the actual DNA chain, the threshold value does
change much more for sequences with different unit cells
than in the Fibonacci case, and there is not a maximum
value for the threshold force when increasing the sizes of
the unit cells.
One important point we want to stress is that the ana-
lytical approach in terms of collective coordinates and an
effective potential is a very good picture of the observed
phenomenology even in this, more realistic setting. In
fact, the results in Fig. 8 (a) can be correlated with the
effective potentials depicted in Fig. 8 (b). On the basis of
this scenario, we suggest that the reason for the difference
between the two models lies in the larger diversity avail-
able for possible DNA chains. The fact that, in Fibonacci
chains, sites of type qb are always isolated and that more
than two sites of type qa cannot be found together is
very restrictive as to the shapes and sizes of the peaks of
wells of the potential felt by the kinks, giving rise to the
Fibonacci structure mentioned in section II C, and there-
fore the Fibonacci model cannot capture the richness of
the DNA model. This is clearly seen when comparing
the effective potential for the Fibonacci chains in Figs. 5
(a) and (b) with that for the DNA chain in Fig. 8 (b).
On the other hand, when joining two unit cells in the
DNA model, the local A-T/C-G concentration can vary
more than in the Fibonacci case (where it is restricted
to be close to a golden mean ratio), so a lower well or a
higher peak may arise at the joining places. Finally, it
is clear that considering longer and longer sequences of
DNA increases the probability of finding longer repeated
GC sequences, and hence of finding larger thresholds, as
discussed above.
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FIG. 8: (a) Velocity vs applied force for different periodic
systems formed by repeating as a unit cell n sites of the same
contig as in Fig. 6 beginning at site 114 241, with n = 21, 34,
55 and 89 (as in the Fibonacci case) and for the whole se-
quence going from 114 100 to 115 100. (b) Effective potential
for the systems in (a).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have reported the first conclusions
of our work on the effects of the genetic sequence on the
propagation of nonlinear excitations along (simple mod-
els of) DNA chains. The present stage of the research was
motivated by previous results on chains given by ape-
riodic sequences [19], which led to the hypothesis that
the information content of the inhomogeneities might be
relevant for the dynamical behavior. While this general
statement cannot be ruled out at this stage (at least from
a probabilistic approach as discussed above), we believe
that at the level of the Englander model [10] the sim-
8ulations presented here do not confirm that hypothesis.
Specifically, we have not observed qualitative difference
in the dynamics of kinks propagating along coding or
non-coding regions, which in principle prevents the use
of this simple model as a genome sequencing tool. In this
respect, it is important to realize that unzipping experi-
ments can not distinguish between the breaking of single
base pairs, as discussed in [9]. Therefore, the fact that
kink pulling experiments or simulations do not discrimi-
nate coding from non-coding region would have a physical
basis, because such discrimination would require a much
better resolution. On the other hand, we are becoming
increasingly aware that the function and information con-
tent of non-coding regions are far from well know, and
it may well be that the dynamics in the two types of
sequences is the same because the quantity of informa-
tion is similar. Indeed, we are now beginning to realize
that the non-coding regions do have crucial implications
in the DNA-protein connections, either by inhibiting the
fabrications of proteins from DNA or by switching on
and off specific genes [30]. This is certainly an interest-
ing issue that deserves further attention. In this regard,
it would be interesting to come back to the model with
artificially designed sequences, with different information
content (in the Shannon-Kolmogorov sense), in order to
settle definitely this question.
Even if the answer to the relation between behavior
under applied forces and information content is finally
negative, there is another conclusion arising from our
research that can be relevant from the genomical view-
point. We have verified that the effective potential ap-
proach [19, 26, 28] to the dynamics of nonlinear exci-
tations in DNA gives a very good description of the im-
portant points of the sequence, namely valleys and peaks.
Although the precise dynamics of kinks is difficult to pre-
dict, and specifically, the identification of the relevant
valleys among all present in the sequence is not yet un-
derstood, this analytical approximation allows to identify
the possible stop positions as well as the barriers that
control the total opening (mechanical denaturation) of
the chain. In fact, the complicated structure of the ef-
fective potential is consistent with the mechanical unzip-
ping dynamics as observed in experiments [22], charac-
terized by a stick-slip behavior with large fluctuations in
the velocity (also reproduced by our simple model). On
the other hand, the comparison with the Fibonacci sys-
tem suggests that the features of the effective potential
that are most relevant for the dynamics are the highest
peaks and the deepest valleys, the total potential land-
scape being responsible only for finer details. This is
also true in the presence of thermal noise: Results from
Langevin simulations show that very (in the scale of the
applied forces) large temperatures do not change much
the threshold values [31]. This suggests that the effective
potential may be a way to identify promoter sequences
much simpler than the full simulations reported in [25].
In addition, the effective potential can also be used as
a tool to include in the gene identification procedure of
Yeramian [17] that may lead to results of similar quality
with much less computational effort. Of course, a de-
tailed comparison with more complex models, such as the
Peyrard-Bishop one [11, 12, 13] is needed to ascertain the
usefulness of the effective potential picture. Work along
these lines is in progress.
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